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Introduction
What is the Inner Detector Environmental Control System?

The Inner Detector Environmental Control System (IDE ENV) is a data collection and management schema.  It con-
trols sensors arrayed throughout the ATLAS Inner Detector that are not within the purview of another subdetector.  
As such, its sensors are those on the edges and in-between subdetector volumes.  IDE ENV also is responsible for the 
archiving and interpretation of some sensors controlled by the Semiconductor Tracker (SCT).

These data are archived to the ORACLE database by the project and their values are displayed and interpreted within 
the project.  A bridge between the hardware organization and the logical organization is made in the project’s Finite 
State Machine (FSM).

These ideas will be explained in more detail in the appropriate sections.

What is the purpose of the Inner Detector Environmental Control System?

IDE ENV is responsible for monitoring and reporting environmental conditions in the Inner Detector.  This means 
that it is responsible for the C Sensors monitoring circuit  conditions of the Evaporative Cooling Project, the tempera-
ture sensors installed in the PP2 crates, temperature sensors installed inside the cryostat and along the flange, and 
temperature and relative humidity sensors distributed throughout the volume.  In unforeseen circumstances, the IDE 
ENV project is the likely candidate to add a monitoring component to (see section on Special Pixel Loops sensors).

A random fact about the Inner Detector Environmental Control System

There are 686 NTC temperature sensors in the HEX Cooling component alone.
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Hardware
The Readout Chain: An Overview

An NTC temperature sensor is connected by a twisted pair to its respective Patch Panel 1 (PP_1).  From the PP_1 a 
type-II cable connects to the Patch Panel 3 (PP3).  From the PP3 a type-IV cable takes the signal to its final destination.  
The Honeywell and Xeritron relative humidity sensors follow the same path, but use more than a single twisted pair.

Expected intervention on the part of a IDE ENV expert will be largely limited to the ELMB racks on levels 0 and 8 
and the Local Control Station (LCS) in USA15.

The ELMB Racks

The IDE ENV ELMB racks each contain three Building-Block Monitor (BBM) crates, which each contain four Embed-
ded Local Monitoring Boards (ELMBs).  The ELMBs are installed on a BBM card, which connects to the incoming 
sensor cables with a backplane fixed perpendicular to the BBM card.  The ELMBs are designated 0-11, reading left-to-
right and top-to-bottom.  These designations are mirrored in the project (though, as a point of caution, one must be 
aware that the Node ID of an ELMB is one higher).  The top crate (containing ELMBs 0-3) handles cables for the ID 
Services only; the first three of the middle crate (4-6) are dedicated to the cooling circuits in the Pixel detector; and the 
final five service the cooling circuits in the SCT Barrel and Endcaps.  The ID Volume sensors are read through the SCT 
DCS hardware and so will not be discussed here.

Interim flange panel Special Pixel sensors panel for commissioning The web viewer for the ENV project.

Practical ELMB Knowledge

Each ELMB has a total of 64 channels of readout; however, since the maximum number of incoming connections is 7 
twisted pairs x 8 connectors only 56 channels carry any information.  The channel usage is consistent: fourteen sen-
sors (seven for one cable and seven for the second) followed by two unused channels.  Example: channels 0-6, cable 1; 
channels 7-13 cable 2; channels 14 and 15 unused.  This pattern repeats four times.  For explicit tables, please refer to 
the document “IDE ENV Sensor Mapping.”
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Sensor Types: The Services Branch

The sensors in the Services branch of the FSM are all NTC thermistors.  They are located in cable trays on the cryostat  
flange, inside the cryostat barrel, at the Patch-Panel 2 (PP2), and at the Pixel Nose.

Sensor Types: The HEX Heaters Sensors

The HEX Heaters sensors (also referred to as the “C sensors” or “Cooling Loop sensors”) are NTC thermistors.  There 
are four distinct types, referred to as C1, C2, C31 and C32.  There is one C1 sensor per loop; it is located in between 
the capillary and the heat exchanger.  The C1 sensors for the cooling loops in the Pixel Detector are not part of the IDE 
ENV project; they are managed by the Pixel Environmental project.

There is one C2 sensor per group, where a group is an octant-side in the Pixel Detector (eight octants x two sides = 16 
groups) and a sector in the SCT partitions (four sectors in the Barrel times two sides plus eight sectors in Endcap A 
plus eight sectors in Endcap C = 24 groups).  The Pixel Detector has a backup C2 sensor that is referred to as the C22 
sensor when it is not being used by the project.  The C2 sensor is placed on the inlet, immediately before the filter.

The C31 and C32 sensors are located after the loop heater and measure the exhaust temperature.  A loop’s C31 and 
C32 sensors are redundant — they are separated by only about 10 cm on the pipe.  The C31 sensors for the Pixel De-
tector are not read out through the ELMB rack, but are connected directly to the PLC to be used for loop control in the 
IDE EVCOOL project.

Sensor Types: Volume Sensors

The majority of the sensors in the Volume branch are read out through the SCT DCS system.  These sensors are NTC 
thermistors and both Xeritron and Honeywell relative humidity sensors.  Thirty-two of forty humidity sensors have 
an immediate temperature sensor for use in calculating the dewpoint; the remaining eight are paired with the nearest 
temperature sensor.  It is expected that temperatures will be extremely constant across the environmental zone (as 
explained in the FSM portion of this document).
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The FSM
What is an FSM?

A Finite State Machine, or FSM, is a nested hierarchy in which the bottom-most units propagate their status upwards.  
For example, consider a three-tiered tree where the top node has two child nodes, who each have two child nodes.  If 
one of these nodes at the bottom enters a WARNING state this information is passed to its parent, which also enters a 
WARNING state and passes the information to the top node, which also enters WARNING.  The collected and passed 
information gives a summarized state of the detector.

  

Launching the FSM Viewer

From the project PC: Start the fwDeviceEditorNavigator manager in the PVSS Console.  Select the FSM tab, ensure 
you are in “Navigator” mode, and then right-click the IDE_ENV node immediately below ATLIDEENV.  Select 
“View.”

If launching from the Inner Detector Control Room (IDCR), locate the “ENV FSM” icon and double-click.

The top level of the Env FSM

FSM Panel displaying SCT Barrel loops
Main panel for top level.  Not the readout chain 

status along the bottom.

Navigating the FSM

The upper-left corner of the FSM display contains the navigation apparatus.  In addition to the obvious usage of 
“Back,” “Forward,” “Home,” etc., one can also jump to any point in their current thread by clicking the link.  Dis-
played below the thread is a list of the children of the currently displayed node.  Clicking on a child will navigate to 
that node.
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If one choses to right-click instead of left-click, no navigation will be done and a secondary information panel will be 
loaded in the bottom-left of the screen.  Be aware that currently many of the secondary information panels are un-
available in the IDE ENV project.

The FSM Tree in the Environmental Project

The Environmental project is a child of the Inner Detector node, which is a child of ATLAS. 

The FSM Tree consists of four layers underneath the top node, ATLIDEENV.  The first layer is divided by purpose, and 
has three children: ID VOLUME, which contains the temperature and humidity information for the Inner Detector; 
HEX Heaters, which contains the auxiliary sensors on the Cooling Loops in the Pixel Detector and SCT; and SERV-
ICES, which contains the temperature sensors in the cable trays.  

The second layer divides the first geographically.  The Volume sensors are split into environmental zones; the Cooling 
Loops are split by detector; and the Services are split into side and placement.

The third layer is a further geographical refinement and only occurs in the HEX Heaters, dividing the detectors into 
quadrants.

The fourth and final layer contains the Device Units (DUs), which correlate to the physical objects in the detector; the 
higher levels can be thought of as summaries of the conditions of the DUs.  These are Locales in the Volume branch 
(monitoring temperature, humidity, and dewpoint at a location); Cooling Loops in the HEX Heaters branch (monitor-
ing the C sensors on the loop); and the ServiceBundle in the Services branch (the temperatures in a location).

Of course, there are many Locales in a Zone, and many loops in a Quadrant, and many Bundles in a region.

Alarms in the FSM

What follows is an explanation of the FSM states for the different branches of the IDE ENV FSM and what actions to 
take for given states.
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The FSM objects in the SERVICES and HEX Heaters are described by a State and a Status (either READY, NOT 
READY, or UNKNOWN and OK, WARNING, ERROR, FATAL, or UNKNOWN, respectively).  If the FSM has been 
properly generated and initialized there should not be an UNKNOWN state.  Should one occur, it is necessary to re-
start the node or regenerate and restart the tree.  Make sure that the proper number of SMIsm.exe processes (eight) 
are running in the Task Manager.

If there is a disconnect in the readout chain (OPC, CANbus, or ELMB malfunction) then the State/Status will become 
NOT READY/ERROR.  This indicates that the project is not ready and the actual state of the device unit is unknown.  
First check that the OPC is connected and that any disconnections have been acknowledged.  Then make sure that the 
CANbus .portError is greater than or equal to zero and that the management is set to 1.  If the bus is in an error state, 
setting these variables by hand in the Para module will restart the CANbus.

While one can also reset the ELMBs in the Para module (set .state to 5 or 133), it is easier to browse to the ELMB in 
question in the Hardware pane of the Device Editor Navigator.  Select the ELMB under the bus in the ATLIDEENV 
tree and reset it.  From the bus panel it is also possible to send the control messsages start, stop, and reset to one or all 
nodes on the bus.

When the readout is functioning normally the state of the object becomes READY and the status reflects the actual 
state of the device unit.  This is a summary alert of the four C sensors or services cable, with the most advanced warning 
state of a sensor being carried by the device unit.  That is, if three of the sensors are in warning and one in error, then 
the device unit carries ERROR.  As there is currently no FATAL state for sensors, the device units do not go into FA-
TAL.

If a sensor is in a status other than OK, check the history of the sensor.  Is this a nonsensically large or small value?  
This could reflect a problem with the hardware.  Is the sensor stable at this temperature?  Stability is the main con-
cern.  If the sensor is stably running at a WARNING or even ERROR state, this is likely a problem with the tempera-
ture limits set on the alert.  If this describes the sensor alert the Environmental Project developer who will mask, mark 
broken, or adjust the alerts as necessary.

If a cooling loop sensor is unstable (this does not include fluctuations between a reasonable value and plus or minus 
several hundred degrees), then the cooling loop is likely unstable and should be watched carefully from the EVCOOL 
project.  If the sensor does fluctuate between reasonable values and plus or minus several hundred, there is likely an 
intermittent short or break in the cabling.  This should be reported to the developer.

In the ID VOLUME branch the device units can take four different state/status configurations: READY/OK, 
READY/WARNING, NOT READY/ERROR, and UNKNOWN/WARNING.  The first configuration corresponds to a 
state where the calculated dewpoint is lower than the coldest pipe temperature in the associated zone.  The second 
indicates that the dewpoint has risen above the coldest pipe temperature and that there is a risk of condensation 
forming.  At the time of writing there is still discussion on what actions to implement in this occurrence; for now it is 
enough to notify the expert on duty.

NOT READY/ERROR indicates that the OPC connection to the SCT DCS machines that are connected to the sensors 
has failed.  This can be locally caused by network configuration or firewall problems, or can occur on the SCT side of 
the connection.  As before, inform the expert.

UNKNOWN/WARNING indicates that the device unit has been masked.
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Control Scripts
ScriptsFSMEnvironmental.LST

This script is run by a manager in the project.  It consists solely of a list of the control scripts launched by the project:

• CoolingLoopStatePixel.ctl

• CoolingLoopStateSCT.ctl

• DewP_Calculation.ctl

• findlowtemp.ctl

• LocaleState.ctl

• ServiceBundleState.ctl

We will now consider each of these scripts in turn.

CoolingLoopStatePixel.ctl

This script creates a dpConnect instance for each loop in the Pixel Detector (001-088).  The passed information is the 
state of the summary alarm for the loop; the on/off status of the alarm; the on/off status for the ELMB(s) carrying 
loop sensors; the state of the ELMB(s); the on/off status for the CANbus carrying the loop sensors; the error status of 
the CANbus; and the connection status of the OPC Server.  The first two datapoints can be thought of as the loop 
state; the rest can be thought of as the status of the readout system.

If the readout system is functional (hardware active and functional) the script sets the value of the DU state 
(CoolingLoopXXX.State) to 1 (READY/ OK), 2 (READY/ WARNING), 3 (READY/ERROR), or 4 (READY/FATAL).  
These states match the summary alert state of the loop.  If any of the readout system elements are not optimal the 
state of the loop is set to 5 (NOT_READY/ERROR).  If the loop alert is masked the state is set to 6 (UNKNOWN/
WARNING).

Cooling Loop Panel
ServiceBundle Panel
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CoolingLoopStateSCT.ctl

This script does the same think as CoolingLoopStatePixel.ctl but for loops 089-204.  It was split into a separate script 
to satisfy a PVSS limitation on the number of simultaneous dpConnects a script could implement.

DewP_Calculation.ctl

This script keeps a two matched lists of aliases (one for humidity, one for temperature).  It finds the datapoints asso-
ciated with the aliases and feeds them to the dewpoint calculation function in the DewPoint.ctl library (see Libraries).

findlowtemp.ctl

This script finds and sets the low temperature value for a given environmental zone.  It does this by loading the 
names of all the Locale datapoints (by searching for their unique “Mapping” element) and then removing the Center 
Barrel points (as there are no relevant temperatures to compare them to).  The dynamic string in the Mapping ele-
ment consists of search strings that will return the relevant sensors from the cooling loops.  These sensors are then 
dpConnected to one of several identical functions that differ only in the number of input temperatures.  These tem-
peratures are put into a dynamic float, then checked for “bad” values.  This is currently done with a simple value 
check against a sufficiently low value; future versions will check the broken sensor bit in the CoolingLoopXXX data-
point.  The dynamic float (now stripped of bad sensor values) is input to a simple algorithm that returns the lowest 
value.  This is then set to Locale’s “.LowTemp” element.

LocaleState.ctl

This script monitors and sets the State value of the Locale datapoints.  It dpConnects the dewpoint, low temperature, 
and incoming OPC server(s) to a function which sets the State value.  If the OPC server is active and the dewpoint is 
below the low temperature, the State is set to 1 (READY/OK); if the low temperature is lower than the dewpoint, the 
state is set to 2 (READY/DEWP_WARNING).  If the OPC server(s) is (are) disconnected, it is set to 3 (NOT_READY/
ERROR).

ServiceBundleState.ctl

This script contains a function that works identically to the CoolingLoopState scripts.  It differs by explicitly entering 
the ServiceBundle dp name, ELMB number, and bus number instead of running a for loop.  There is no difference 
between the dpConnect functions.
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Libraries
What are Libraries?

Libraries are collections of functions useful in many panels or scripts.  The IDE ENV project contains one with 
general-use/management scripts, one that contains the dewpoint calculation function, and three that contain func-
tions to set the mapping for the different branches of the FSM.

EnvTools.ctl

This library contains the following functions:

• dyn_string findSharedLoops(string loop)

  Input of the loop number as a three-digit string returns a dynamic string of the loops that share that 
  C2 sensor in the form LoopXXX, LoopXXY, etc.

• dyn_string findSensors(int i)

  Input of the loop number as an integer returns a dynamic string with the alert handling datapoint 
  for (in order) the C1, C2, C31, and C32 sensors.

• masksensor(int loop, int sensor)

  Input of the loop as an integer and an integer corresponding to a sensor (1 for C1, 2 for C2, 3 for 
  C31, 4 for C32) masks that sensor on the loop.

• unmasksensor(int loop, int sensor)

  Input of the loop as an integer and an integer corresponding to a sensor (1 for C1, 2 for C2, 3 for 
  C31, 4 for C32) unmasks that sensor on the loop.

• maskLoopSensors(int loop, bool mask)

  Input of the loop number as an integer and a boolean will mask the loop sensors (if TRUE) or 
  unmask (if FALSE).  The C2 sensor is masked only if the other loops it services are masked.

•bool checkC2Sensor(int loop)

  Input of the loop number as an integer returns a boolean.  TRUE is returned if all loops sharing the 
  C2 sensor are masked.

DewPoint.ctl

This library contains a function “DewPoint” that dpConnects a temperature and humidity sensor to a dewpoint cal-
culation function.  The dewpoint is then written to the dewpoint datapoint element of the humidity sensor.

AT L A S  I n n e r  D e t e c t o r E n v i r o n m e n t a l  D C S  M a n u a l
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Locale Panel
           

           Humidity table in the ID Volume branch
coolingMapping.ctl

This library contains two functions: clearAllCoolingAliases(), which removes all cooling loop sensor aliases; and 
setCoolingMapping(), which sets the mapping.  If it becomes necessary to update the mapping this is done by chang-
ing the input strings of the setCoolingAlias(string bus, string ELMB, string NTC, string alias, int lowalarm, int low-
warn, int warn, int alarm).  Note that the setCoolingAlias() function called in setCoolingMapping() also sets the alert 
limits.

servicesMapping.ctl

This library contains clearServicesAliases(), which clears all aliases of services sensors; and setServicesMapping(), 
which sets the mapping in a similar way to setCoolingMapping().  The algorithm setting individual aliases is 
setServiceMap(string dp, string alias, int lowalarm, int lowwarn, int warn, int alarm).

volumeMapping.ctl

This library contains clearVolumeAliases(), which clears all aliases of volume sensors; and setVolumeMapping(), 
which sets the mapping for each sensor.  The algorithm setting aliases is     
setmap(string dp, string alias, string calword), where calword is appended to the description indicating the relaibility 
of the humidity sensor.
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Managers
Environmental Project Managers

The remainder of this section is a list of the managers running the project, in current listed order, with s short descrip-
tion of their function.

Process Monitor (No 1)

The main manager running the process.  Coordinates the operation of other managers.

PVSS00DimErrorInfo (No 1)

Gives information on errors in the DIM connection.

Database Manager (No 0)

Manages the PVSS local database.

Event Manager (No 0, Options: -num 0)

Coordinates events -- notifies of changing values, etc.

Control Manager (No 1, Options: -f pvss_scripts.lst)

Runs the pvss_scripts.lst list of control scripts.  These are default PVSS scripts.

The LHC
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Distribution Manager (No 1)

Manages connections to other computers/projects.

RDB Archive Manager (No 99, Options: -num 99)

This manager coordinates the storage of archived data to the ORACLE database.

Control Manager (No 10, Options: -num 10 -f fwInstallationAgent.lst)

Manages the installation process for framework components.

Control Manager (No 2, Options: -f fwScripts.lst)

Runs the scripts associated with installed framework components.  This manager runs only once, at startup.

Control Manager (No 3, Options: unDistributedControl.ctl)

Allows for local control of the project.

Control Manager (No 4, Options: fwFsmSrvr)

Runs the server for the FSM.

User Interface (No 1, Options: -p fwDeviceEditorNavigator/fwDeviceEditorNavigator.pnl -iconBar -menuBar)

Opens the Device Editor and Navigator panel.  This manager is manually operated.

OPC DA Client (No 7, Options: -num 7)

Manages the connection to the OPC Server for the project.  Please not that this is the local server and not the ones in 
the SCT project which provide temperature and humidity data for Volume sensors.

Control Manager (No 2, Options: -f ScriptsFSMEnvironmental.LST)

Runs the control scripts responsible for device unit control (more information in the Scripts section).

S7 Driver (No 2, Options: -num 2 siemens)

This manages the connection to the PLC and the readout of the N2 Exhaust sensors.

Control Manager (No 2, Options: -f fwAtlas.lst)

Runs framework scripts specific to ATLAS DCS projects.  Runs once on startup.

User Interface (No 2, Options: -m gedi)

Launches the Graphical Editor.  Manually operated only.

User Interface (No 1, Options: -m para)

Launches the PARA module.  Manually operated only.

Simulation Driver (No 1, Options: -num 1)

Runs a simulated driver #1.  Serves no purpose other than to prevent error messages.
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On A Shift
This section provides an executive summary of the purpose of and the possible occurrences during an IDGen shift 
and how to react.

Watching

The Environmental responsibilities of an IDGen shift are just that: watching.  As a monitoring project it collects and 
displays temperatures and humidities along with values calculated from these sources and comparative tests to de-
scribe the state of the environment in the Inner Detector.

Endcap humidity and dewpoint display

Inside a counting room

Inserting the Pixel detector

What Can Happen and What to Do

It is possible that during your shift some alarms will arise in the ENV project.  As the project is entirely passive, there 
are no actions to be taken in the FSM.  There are some actions that can be taken outside the FSM:

 If a temperature sensor behaves oddly (particularly if it reads ~-100oC or +200-600oC) report this to the de-
veloper as a broken sensor.  Include loop number and type (i.e. “Loop 132 C1 sensor” or “Side A PP2 Sector 7 Position 
4”).

 If a temperature sensor is in warning or alert but is stable at that value, report this to the developer so that the 
alarm settings can be adjusted.  Remember, we’re interested in sudden changes, not specific values (within reason).

 If a temperature sensor is in warning or alert and is fluctuating wildly, alert the expert and monitor the sen-
sor.  If this is a C sensor, then monitor the cooling loop closely until it has stabilized.  Note that it is normal for there 
to be some fluctuation in the loop parameters during a state transition (such as when it is turned ON).

 If a Locale (the device unit in the Volume branch) enters a warning state, please make a note and inform the 
expert.

 If large swaths of the FSM tree revert to the state NOT READY/ERROR then you have lost part or all of the 
readout chain.  Determine which pieces are gone by consulting the bottom of the ENV top panel and then initiate a 
restart as described in the FSM section above.
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Executive Summary of the Information in the Environmental Project

The Environmental Project contains:

 The C sensors on the evaporative cooling loops:

  The C1 sensor on the capillary after the exchanger

  The C2 sensor on the inlet bundle

  The C3 sensors 20-50 cm before the exhaust outlets

 Temperature sensors in cable trays around the detector:

  In the subdetector PP2 racks outside of the detector volume

  In the cable trays inside the cryostat

  In the cable bundles on the flange

 Temperature and humidity sensors read by the SCT DCS and accessed via OPC server, distributed through-
out the ID Volume:

  On the flange of both sides

  On each SCT Endcap

  On each end of the SCT Barrel

  At the center of the SCT Barrel

Good luck with your shift!
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